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On Criteria of Optimality in Estimation for Stochastic Processes 
C.C. Heyde, Australian National University, Canberra, Australia 
Optimality is a widely and loosely used term in inference for stochastic procedures. 
This talk will be concerned with categorizing and contrasting various criteria which 
give the "best" estimator within a specified class of alternatives. 
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On Estimating Measures of Performance for Queues and Survival Models 
D.P. Gaver and P.A. Jacobs*, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA, USA 
Many random times of interest, T, in queueing and reliability models have survivor 
functions which are asymptotically exponential; that is, P{ T > t} - c e-~' as t ~ oo. 
Often the parameter K is the solution to an equation involving the transforms or 
moment generating functions of the component distributions in the model. The 
parameter c is often a function of K and the component distributions. Suppose that 
finitely many observations are all that is known about some or all of the component 
distributions of the model. If the parametric forms of the component distributions 
are known, then estimates of the parameters of the distributions can be found via 
maximum likelihood or method of moments etc., and K and c can be determined 
parametrically. However, if, perhaps because of small sample sizes, the parametric 
forms of the distribution functions are incorrectly specified, then parametric esti- 
mates of K and c can be very misleading. The nonparametric estimation of K and 
c will be discussed. The methodology will be illustrated in a number of specific 
models. 
Forecasting with Non-Linear Time Series Models 
John Pemberton, University of Salford, UK 
In recent years, the fitting of nonlinear models to time series data has become 
well developed. These models include threshold autoregressions, bilinear and the 
more general state-dependent models. They have usefully modelled nonlinear 
features of the data, perhaps the most well cited being "limit cycle" behaviour, 
non-Gaussianity and time irreversibility. 
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In this paper, we explore their usefulness for forecasting using both ad hoc 
techniques, as well as obtaining the optimal least squares forecasts. Methods for 
the latter are discussed and we include some practical forecasting for real data series. 
Recursive Estimation for a Class of Counting Processes 
Peter Spreij, Free University, Amsterdam, Netherlands 
In this paper we will consider ecursive parameter estimation for counting proces- 
ses that admit an intensity process f which is linear in the parameter, meaning that 
f=  x.p. Here x is a d-dimensional predictable process and p is a d-dimensional 
parameter. The dot means inner product. The algorithm that we want to present is 
similar to the one that can be found in [1]. The formula for the algorithm that we 
will give is derived from an asymptotic expression for the likelihood ratio process 
under the assumption that local asymptotic normality holds. In [ 1 ] we proved strong 
consistency under the restricting condition that the eigenvalues of a regressing type 
matrix tend to infinity with the same convergence rate for all eigenvalues. In this 
paper we considerably relax this condition in that it is now assumed that the minimal 
eigenvalue of this matrix tends to infinity and that the logarithm of the maximal 
eigenvalue is bounded by the minimal eigenvalue. A condition of this type is known 
for least squares estimation in linear regression models; see for instance [2, 3]. 
Contrary to the estimators that have been considered in these papers we are also 
able to prove efficiency for our recursive stimators. This is not very surprising since 
our estimators turn out to be almost equal to the off-line maximum likelihood 
estimators, for which this property is well known. 
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2.6. Filtering 
White Noise Approach and Approximations for Two-Parameter Filters 
H. Korezlioglu, Ecole Nationale Suprrieure des T~l~communications, Paris, France 
The filtering problem for processes with two continuous parameters was modelled 
and solved in [4] for the linear Gaussian case. The same model was used in [3] for 
